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Technology is advancing, changing the threat landscape from what it looked like 
decades ago when current standards for metal detectors were authored. 

Our standards should be advancing, too. It’s time for a new standard: one that 
updates the requirements for the technologies protecting our venues, acknowledges 
the demand for a great guest experience, and removes the burden on security 
teams to visually distinguish everyday metal objects from weapons. 

Today’s technology extends from machine learning and artificial intelligence 
onboard devices to cloud connectivity, data analytics, remote device management, 
and mobile applications. 

In this eBook, learn the impact of a new standard for modern technologies in 
physical security, and how world-class venues can use this new standard to inform 
the selection and deployment of new technologies for physical security today—and 
well into the future. 

     
The threat landscape is changing. It’s time for physical 
security to catch up.
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Principle 1   New Technologies Demand 
New Standards

Technologies of the past, from walk-through metal detectors to hand 
wands, simply find metal objects. But we carry more harmless metal items 
with us daily than we ever did decades ago—when those technologies, and 
the standards that recommend them, were introduced.

The impact of this reality?  
Traditional technologies transfer the burden of finding weapons onto 
humans. And it’s taking its toll. 

As guard fatigue increases, so does the likelihood of missing concealed 
threats in a sea of everyday objects.
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IN 1 YEAR, THE SECURITY INDUSTRY:

EMPLOYS 1M PEOPLE AT A 
GIVEN TIME 1

WITH A 300% 
TURNOVER RATE 2

RESULTING IN UP TO 3M 
SECURITY PERSONNEL

AVERAGING 4 MONTHS’ 
TENURE EACH

1.  Forbes  
2 . Guard-Systems, Inc

ESCALATES THE RISKS WE FACE

1974: First NILECJ Standard, 601.00, for 
Walkthrough Metal Detectors, is released.

2000: NIJ standards 601.01 update

2003: NIJ standards 601.02 update

THE METAL WE CARRY 

THE THINGS 
WE CARRY

STANDARDS ARE HERE

YOU ARE 
HERE

     
Takeaway: Ensure an operationally sustainable alarm rate so 
your teams don’t get overwhelmed by nuisance alarms and can 
focus on finding and resolving actual threats—without creating 
long lines. 

Since standards were written, the amount of metal 
we carry daily has increased. More people alarm 
the system than are carrying weapons—by a wide 
margin—resulting in false alarms and slow-moving 
lines that can themselves become soft targets for 
would-be bad actors. Metal detectors escalate the 
security risks they purport to resolve. 
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Analog technologies create unsafe conditions. Long lines in unsecured areas create “soft targets” for mass casualty events. But out-of-date 
metal detectors actually create these conditions: requiring people to divest of their belongings and wait for bag checks. 

Visitors expect both a safe and 
delightful experience. Guests, 
employees, and other visitors expect 
physical safety and a great experience: 
dignity, respect, no long waits, no 
unnecessary searches, and a safe venue. 
And they shouldn’t have to sacrifice one 
for the other.
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Principle 2   Accelerate Threat Detection to Eliminate Long Lines

Accelerated speed into a venue equals better security.

For guests, this means:

Only stop potential threats: not 
everybody

No-contact weapons detection 

Reduce false alarm rate to keep the flow of 
guests moving

Free up security teams’ time and energy 
for actual threats

Walk right in without stopping
No dangerous “soft targets” created by 
slow-moving lines

One NFL team doubled fan 
ingress satisfaction scores 
from 2.3 to 4.6 (out of 5.0)”

LEARN MORE

     

Out-of-date screening technologies actually worsen the threat conditions they are trying to prevent.

     
Takeaway: Today’s technologies should accelerate guests’ speed into a venue—not set them back—adding up to both better safety with 
no soft targets and a better guest experience with no unnecessary stopping. 

https://www.evolvtechnology.com/resources/case-studies/titans-turn-to-evolv-to-get-obsessed-about-fan-ingress-experience
https://www.evolvtechnology.com/resources/case-studies/titans-turn-to-evolv-to-get-obsessed-about-fan-ingress-experience


     
Takeaway: Security team resources should only be focused on true potential threats—not on everyone carrying harmless metal items. 
Targeted searches supported by AI and ML accelerate the work security teams do to find true threats, so they aren’t overwhelmed by 
false alarms. It also saves valuable resources, allowing teams to re-deploy to new locations for more complete venue coverage.
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Principle 3   Remove the Burden from Your Security Team

What can AI see that we can’t? 

•	 	Who	is	carrying	the	threat: the visual cue 
moves with the person. Alarm rates by  
event types.

•	 Which	person	in	a	group	is	a	potential	
threat, even when two or more people are 
passing through the system at a time.  

•	 Where	on	a	person	the	threat	is	located—
whether concealed on their person or in 
their bag. 

•	 How	many	threats	are	on	a	person—even 
detecting multiple threats on a person or 
group walking through.
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Modern technologies can distinguish metal items from threats. There’s no need to rely on humans to do what today’s AI (artificial 
intelligence) and ML (machine learning) algorithms are so good at: discriminating between everyday metal items and threat objects. 

In contrast with analog metal detector technologies, today’s standards remove the burden on security teams to find and visually identify threat 
objects. People’s time is freed up to resolve true threats both at the threshold and at different locations throughout a venue.



     
Takeaway: Today’s technology—and tomorrow’s—can provide analytics in support of better operational and security decisions. A more pro-
active approach means better security. Plus, it streamlines resource use, better prepares guard staff, and enhances the guest experience.
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Principle 4   Implement Continuous Improvements to Your Security Posture
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Security technologies should be accountable for their own success. Unlike analog metal detectors, modern weapons screening 
technologies can provide analytics so teams can keep improving their venue security: learning from the past and planning for the future.

Use the data gathered to improve future outcomes. With insights into key metrics about venue security, you can improve staffing decisions for 
both security and operational teams, streamline ConOps, inform training, and improve both guest—and guard—experiences.

     
Venue security metrics help teams... To support a proactive security posture in these ways...

Streamline ConOps by inviting guests to hold out or simply 
not bring items that could raise false alarms in the system

Know what threat items come into your venue, along 
with when and where they show up most

Adequately staff high-flow and/or high-alarm areas and 
times, and plan how and when to redirect guests at peaks

Understand when and where visitor flow peaks, and 
what impact event type has on flow rates

Train staff in what threats to look for, and at what entrances, 
times, and event types they are most likely to attend

Learn what benign items alarm the system most 
often, causing harmless visitors to be stopped

Support decision-making for operational staff 
(concessions, ticketing, guest services, retail) at peak flow 
areas and times 

Proactively inform key leaders after pre-defined 
events, for visibility across the organization



Communicate across security technologies and 
protocols. Introducing many security technologies to a venue 
is valuable: especially when they all communicate—for example, 
connecting available cameras on screening systems into existing 
VMS and video analytics.  

Leverage the security ecosystem. Technology to 
automatically connect alerts from weapons detection systems with 
communications devices and protocols (mass notification systems, 
text/SMS, or email) supports the guard staff by instantly escalating 
issues with a single touch.

     

     
Takeaway: IT approaches that do not burden 
employees but provide plug-and-play, Software-
as-a-Service (SaaS) and Product-as-a-Service 
(PaaS) opportunities streamline installation and 
maintenance. At the same time, they enable IT teams 
to easily leverage platform integrations and benefit 
from valuable connections across tools to improve 
security using multiple coordinated solutions.
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Principle 5   Integrate 
Technologies across the 
Security Ecosystem

A Smart, Connected Security System Can:

Connect with existing VMS and analytics tools, to become another set of eyes in 
your SOC (security operations console.)

Send log files and other service 
needs to product support teams for 
proactive/preventive maintenance. 

Enable remote log-in to check statistics, view log files / troubleshooting needs, 
and change settings from anywhere.

Allow operators to discreetly call 
for help, leveraging existing text 
message/SMS or email protocols. 

FRONT CAMERA REAR CAMERA
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Conclusion   Future Growth Relies on Flexible Technology

Modern technology is a partnership. Remove the burden from IT and improve your team’s focus on venue security with a modern technology 
platform. A modern technology platform offers features like integration with emerging new tools across the security technology ecosystem, regular updates 
to AI and ML algorithms, proactive software upgrades and preventive hardware maintenance.

Evolv Express offers subscription-based 
licensing, ConOps support from our experienced 
security professionals, and ongoing learning 
opportunities – remote and in-person – for security 
teams and system administrators alike. It offers 
built-in and easily configurable integrations with 
leading VMS and mass notification solutions. And, it 
provides analytics about visitor arrival curves, alarm 
rates, and threats across a venue.

Evolv Express AI-powered weapons detection

• 100M Global Scans

• 2700-4500 people per hour  

• 10X speed of WTMDs 

Customer experience

• Reduced Security Footprint 60%

• Redeployed ~ 50% of staff 

• Improved Guest Ratings 15%

Visit www.evolvtechnology.com to learn more about the leading 
AI-powered weapons detection system on the market today.LEARN MORE

http://www.evolvtechnology.com
http://www.evolvtechnology.com

